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About the Moderator

Angelina is a Clinical Systems Engineer at Kaiser Permanente in
Northern California responsible for the Respiratory Care and
Cardiovascular Services portfolios, overseeing the
implementation of equipment and capital projects. She is
actively working on converting the entire fleet of large volume
infusion pumps for the Region. Previously she has served as a
Clinical Technology Manager and developed standardization
practices and documentation for service delivery.

Angelina received her Bachelor's in Bioengineer from Florida Gulf 
Coast University, received her Master’s Degree in Clinical 
Engineering from the University of Connecticut. 
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All attendees have their microphones muted during the presentation.

Questions to the panelists must be submitted via the “Q&A” feature in Zoom at 

any time. They will be addressed at the Q&A portion.

If there is any urgent issue, please use the “chat” feature to communicate with 

the panelists.

Please remember to complete the webinar evaluation after attending.  A link will 

be provided at the end.



About the 
speaker

Chad Waters
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Cybersecurity engineer within the Device 
Evaluation group at ECRI responsible for:
• Security assessment of devices
• Security alerts
• Guidance articles

10+ years experience as Network Security 
Engineer in a hospital system

BS in Information Technology from 
Rochester Institute of Technology



Session Description
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Security of medical devices continues to be top of mind for many healthcare facilities. From prevalent 
ransomware attacks against healthcare delivery organizations to increase in security vulnerability 
reports with medical devices, cybersecurity has evolved into a persistent resource requirement for all 
organizations. Unfortunately, there are not easy outs and standardization of medical device security 
practices can be challenging. 
In this webinar, we will look at common challenges with managing medical device security. We will 
highlight reported pitfalls from an insufficient device inventory to the practical challenges with 
updating medical devices. Lastly, we will review opportunities for improvement and ECRI 
recommendations that can help ensure a successful medical device security program from pre-
procurement security risk assessment to device decommissioning. 



ECRI’s Medical Device Evaluation Program

INDEPENDENT TESTING
& EVALUATION LAB

The only independent 
medical device testing 
and evaluation lab in
North America and

Asia Pacific

OBJECTIVES
To improve the effectiveness, safety, and economy of health 
services by:
• Providing independent, objective judgment for selecting, 

purchasing, managing, and using medical devices, equipment, 
and systems.

• Functioning as an information clearinghouse for hazards and 
deficiencies in medical devices.

• Encouraging the improvement of medical devices through an 
informed marketplace.

U.S. Headquarters 
and main laboratories:
Plymouth Meeting, 
Pennsylvania



Detailed PROBLEM
Descriptions

Step-by-Step 
RECOMMENDATIONS

Helpful BACKGROUND to 
Provide Context

RESOURCES for 
Additional Guidance



Topic Selection: Nominations Based on . . .

INSIGHTS 
GAINED

OBSERVING HOSPITAL FUNCTIONS

ASSESSING PRACTICES

TESTING MEDICAL DEVICES

INVESTIGATING INCIDENTS

ANALYZING PROBLEM REPORTS

SPEAKING WITH STAKEHOLDERS

REVIEWING THE LITERATURE

ECRI PATIENT SAFETY ANALYSTS
Engineers, Scientists, Clinicians



Topic Selection: Assessment Criteria

INSIDIOUSNESS

PROFILE

FREQUENCY

SEVERITY

BREADTH

ONE OR MORE APPLY

FOR ALL

 TECHNOLOGY FOCUS

 GENERIC

 PREVENTABLE!

Patient harm can be 
prevented if appropriate 
measures are taken



Cybersecurity – Top 10 Health Technology Hazard
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— 2021 - #7. Vulnerabilities in third-party software components present cybersecurity 
challenges

— 2020 - #7. Cybersecurity Risks in the Connected Home Healthcare Environment

— 2019 - #1. Hackers Can Exploit Remote Access to Systems, Disrupting Healthcare delivery  

— 2018 - #1. Ransomware and Other Cybersecurity Threats 

— 2017 - #6. Software Management Gaps Put Patients, and Patient Data, at Risk 

— 2016 - #10. Misuse of USB Ports Can Cause Medical Devices to Malfunction 

— 2015 - #9. Cybersecurity: Insufficient Protections for Medical Devices and Systems 
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The 2021 List at a Glance

1 Complexity of Managing Medical Devices with 
COVID-19 Emergency Use Authorization 6 Hasty Deployment of UV Disinfection Devices Can 

Reduce Effectiveness and Increase Exposure Risks

2 Fatal Medication Errors Can Result When Drug 
Entry Fields Populate after Only a Few Letters 7 Vulnerabilities in Third-Party Software 

Components Present Cybersecurity Challenges

3 Rapid Adoption of Telehealth Technologies Can 
Leave Patients and Data at Risk 8

Artificial Intelligence Applications for Diagnostic 
Imaging May Misrepresent Certain Patient 
Populations

4
Imported N95-Style Masks May Fail to Protect 
Healthcare Workers from Infectious Respiratory 
Diseases

9 Remote Operation of Medical Devices Designed 
for Bedside Use Introduces Insidious Risks

5 Relying on Consumer-Grade Products Can Lead to 
Inappropriate Healthcare Decisions 10

Insufficient Quality Assurance of 3D-Printed 
Patient-Specific Medical Devices May Harm 
Patients



2021 Top 10 Health Technology Hazards

Vulnerabilities in 
third-party software 
components present 
cybersecurity 
challenges
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A software vulnerability that is not remedied 
could allow a medical device to be compromised, 
which could disrupt patient care—possibly on a 
system wide level—or could lead to a data breach.



Vulnerabilities in third-party software components 
present cybersecurity challenges

THE PROBLEM
• Remediating vulnerabilities in third-party operating systems and 

other off-the-shelf software components can be hindered by: 
• Difficulties identifying which medical devices include the affected software 
• Delays in receiving guidance while the medical device vendor audits its 

product lines, validates third-party patches, and develops 
recommendations for remediating the problem 

• Practical challenges associated with applying the mitigation in a clinical 
environment where equipment might be in continuous patient use or 
delivering life-sustaining therapy 



Vulnerabilities in third-party software components 
present cybersecurity challenges
KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Evaluate the medical device supplier's ability to manage the software on its 

devices
• Manufacturer Disclosure Statement for Medical Device Security (MDS2)
• Operating system details (including whether the OS is nearing its end-of-support date)
• Roadmap for Third Party Components in Device Life Cycle (RDMP)
• Software Bill of Materials (SBOM)
• Ask the vendor about its vulnerability disclosure procedures, and how the company 

communicates issues with its customers
2. Record medical device security information in an appropriate inventory 

management system, such as a computerized maintenance management 
system (CMMS)

3. Investigate whether an internet of medical things (IoMT) security solution 
would prove useful 



Challenge 1. - Inadequate Medical Device 
Software Inventory

• Inadequate details recorded in the asset management database 
about software versions, operating systems, and networking

• Processes not in place to update asset details after software 
updates

• Some asset management solutions not built to accommodate 
software and networking details

• ECRI Top 10 Health Technology Hazard 2017 - Software 
Management Gaps Put Patients, and Patient Data, at Risk 
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Recommendations - Inventory Solutions

• Establish a procedure to request software details from vendor 
during purchasing

• Start thinking about Software Bill of Materials (SBOMs)
• Record software version and networking details during acceptance 

inspection
• Ensure asset management database is configured to accommodate 

networking details
• Verify accurate asset records during e.g., annual preventive 

maintenance
• IoMT Security Solutions (passive scanning tools) may help mature 

inventory
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Challenge 2. - Hard-to-Secure Legacy Devices

• Long useful life of a medical device 7 -10 years
• Unsupported OS platforms not uncommon with medical 

devices
• e.g., Windows 7, even XP

• Not designed with security in mind
• Important to Note!

• Just because you identify a device that is considered vulnerable, 
doesn't mean there are more secure alternatives available 
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Recommendations - Legacy Devices 

• Identify legacy devices in your inventory
• Establish a process to assess legacy devices on continuous basis

• Replacing all legacy devices simply isn’t possible!
• Replace legacy devices as practicable by assessing: 

• Clinical benefits/need
• Security risk
• Ability to update software
• Expected useful life remaining
• Total replacement costs
• Cost of compensating controls
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Challenge 3. - Impractical Medical Device Patch 
Installation

• Patch deployment
• Most medical devices require manual updates
• Update may require a vendor field service technician

• Updates can directly impact care delivery
• Equipment downtime

• Thousands of medical devices from hundreds of vendors
• How to prioritize?
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Recommendations - Patching

• Develop a process that identifies patching needs and outlines 
practical implementation

• E.g., identify and patch medical devices during preventive 
maintenance

• Patch implementation must evaluate clinical workflow impact
• Patch at night vs patch during the day?
• Stakeholder coordination

• Develop a critical patching plan
• How to respond to Printnightmare with medical device?
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Challenge 4. - Remote Access for Medical Devices

• Increasing number of devices require external remote server 
access

• Maintenance 
• Calibration
• Data analytics 

• Vendors will push for their preferred access solutions
• Lots to manage and monitor
• May not be best or most secure solution for the facility
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Recommendations - Remote Access for Medical 
Devices
• Routinely inventory and audit all remote access mechanisms
• Standardize

• Implement a vendor access system. VPNs either ipsec or SSL
• Inventory and document exceptions

• Controls:
• Multifactor authentication, logging, access approval, network 

segmentation
• Evaluate PACS server access

• If it is on the internet, it will be found.
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Challenge 5. – Preprocurement Security Risk 
Assessment 

• Limited resources and information to conduct a 
preprocurement security risk assessment 

• Information requests sometimes taking months
• Quality of information can be an issue

• Assessment may not be a part of the current procurement 
process
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Recommendations - Preprocurement Security 
Risk Assessment 
• Attempt to obtain 

• MDS2 2019 form
• A lot of manufacturers are still providing MDS2 2013 version 

• Network diagram
• Implementation instructions 
• SBOM 

• Review the manufacturer security portal for any outstanding vulnerabilities 
that impact the product

• Establish a standardized method for your organization to analyze this 
information

• Consider developing a preprocurement security risk assessment summary
• Can aid in on-going security risk assessment and decommissioning process
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• Questions
• & 
• Discussions

• Enter your questions 
• to the Q&A window
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Please complete the online evaluation/attendance form at 

• https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/Webinar_09-09-21

• or scan the QR code 
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